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II A FIELD ANALYSIS OF THE M TYPE
BACKWARD WAVE OSCILLATOR
ABSTRACT
A field theory of electron beams focused by crossed electric and 
magnetic fields is given. The theory is basic to the understanding of 
the small signal behavior of crossed field electron devices. It is 
applied to explain the slipping stream, or diocotron, effect as a 
coupling of two surface waves of the electron beam, and to derive the 
start oscillation conditions of the M-type backward wave oscillator.
It is found that the slipping stream effect can reduce the starting 
current hy an appreciable factor. The results are compared with the 
thin beam theory which neglects space charge effects.
An analysis of a loaded strip transmission line is given, from 
which a method of representing space harmonic slow wave circuits by a 
surface admittance boundary condition is obtained. Forward and back- 
ward space harmonic interaction may be treated equally well.
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The last few years have seen the invention of a host of new 
microwave amplifier and oscillator tubes. The small signal theory 
of tubes using electron beams focused by axial or longitudinal mag­
netic fields is now rather well developed (l),(2),(3),(4),(5). The 
theory of tubes using electron beams focused by crossed electric and 
magnetic fields is not so well developed, perhaps because this type 
of tube has not been so important until recently. The M-type (M for 
magnetron, because of the similar steady flow conditions) backward 
wave oscillator is likely to be very important because of its higher 
efficiency of conversion of d.c. energy to a.c. energy and its greater 
tuning rate than the longitudinally focused, or O-type (O for ordinary) 
backward wave oscillator. The operating characteristics and the theory 
of this new type of tube are summarized in reference (6).
The major contribution of this paper is to present a field 
analysis of M-type tubes which makes it possible to take into account 
space charge effects, that is, the effect on the motion of the charge 
of fields generated by the space charge. It is not possible to do 
this without a number of assumptions, to be discussed later, the 
principal one of which is that the unperturbed condition in the beam 
is a generalization of the planar Brillouin(7) state. While, in 
principal, this state can be realized in beam type tubes, it is doubt­
ful whether most tubes fulfill this condition very closely.
Although this paper concentrates on the application of the theory 
to the M-type backward wave oscillator, the theory developed here is
I. INTRODUCTION
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fundamental to all M-type beam tubes. The diocotron, or slipping 
stream amplifier, is discussed briefly, inasmuch as some of the 
effects which it exhibits have a bearing on the backward wave oscil- 
lator discussion.
A schematic diagram of the M-type backward wave oscillator is 
shown in Figure 1. Electrons emitted from the cathode, C, are focused 
into a beam through the combined action of the magnetic field Box, 
and the electric field produced by the plate, P, the sole, S, and the 
slow wave circuit, or delay line, L . When the electrons travel to the 
right with a velocity approximately equal to the phase velocity of one 
of the space harmonics of a wave of the slow wave eircuit, a strong 
modulation of the electrons occurs and they may give energy to the 
field, much as in a magnetron. If the energy flow of the circuit wave 
is to the left, this energy, reinforcing the modulation of the beam as 
it goes, is delivered to the transmission line connected to the circuit 
on the left, and ultimately delivered to a load. The circuit is ter- 
minated on the right, by T , so that there is no reflection of electro- 
magnetic energy at this end of the circuit. The electrons are collected 
by K , after their passage through the interaction region.
In order for the modulation of the beam to reinforce, and for 
oscillations to increase with time until non-linearities limit the amp- 
litude, the circuit wave and the electrons must have a certain relative 
velocity and the tube must be greater than a certain minimum length.
The latter condition can also be interpreted to mean that, for a given 
length, a certain minimum current in the electron beam is required.
These "start oscillation" conditions will be determined in this analysis.
The elementary theory neglects space charge effects (8), (9). This
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Figure 1. Schematic Structure of the Linear 
M-Type Backward Wave Oscillator
analysis studies the effects of space charge (particularly the slipping 
stream effect) on the start oscillation conditions. French workers 
report (6) that the current required to start oscillations is frequently 
only one-half or one-third the value predicted by the elementary theory 
and suggest that space charge effects are responsible. An approximate 
theory which they have devised (6),(10) to explain this result is dis- 
cussed at the conclusion of this analysis.
In order to carry out the analysis it is necessary to make a 
number of assumptions. These are listed here for reference, although 
in many cases a more detailed discussion will be found at the point at 
which they are introduced.
1. All quantities are assumed to be independent of the x 
coordinate over the width of the tube w . Fringing fields are neg- 
lected, and it is assumed that the beam does not spread in this direc- 
tion.
2. A self-consistent field method is used. The particle aspect 
of the electron is ignored by considering the motion of an equivalent 
charged fluid.
3. The analysis is non-relativistic. Non-relativlstic equations 
of motion are used. Magnetic fields are neglected, except in Section V 
where the slow wave circuit is discussed. The electric field is as-
sumed irrotational.
4. The analysis is restricted to small signals. All equations
are linearized by neglecting the products of time-varying quantities.
The t and z dependences are assumed to be ej(ωt-βz), and super­
position applies.
5. An equivalent surface charge density and surface current
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density is used to take into account the deformation of the boundary of 
the electron beam.
6. Only a finite number of modes of propagation are used, so that 
it is not possible to meet all the boundary conditions on the motion of 
the electron beam at the point at which it enters the interaction region.
7. It is assumed that the electron beam affects only one of the cir- 
cuit space harmonics. Thus the "rising sun" effect and operation near a 
circuit cutoff frequency is not analyzed, although the manner in which 
these two effects may be studied is outlined in Section V .
8. It is assumed that the steady state of the electron beam is the 
planar Brillouin state, or a modification of it, so that the steady or 
d.c. velocity of the beam is in the z direction only.
9. Numerical computations are carried out for small only,
although there is reason to believe that the results would not be signi- 
ficantly different if were as large as unity.
10. The sole is assumed to be far from the beam in the numerical posi­
tion of the analysis. This is not an essential assumption. Other cases 
may be calculaled with no additional difficulty. Actually, it is 
desirable to have the beam close to sole and far from the circuit for
high efficiency operation.
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II. THE ELECTRONIC EQUATIONS
The equations obeyed by the field quantities in the interior of 
the electron beam will be derived in this section. The motion of the 
charge will be discussed from the Euler point of view, as well as from 
the Lagrange point of view, since some confusion exists in the litera- 
ture where these methods have been applied to electron beam problems. 
Figure 2, shows the configuration to be analyzed.
Steady State of the Beam. It is assumed that the electric and 
magnetic forces balance at every point within the beam and that the 
flow is rectilinear. Thus
where the velocity, u, may depend on y . The electric field, Eoy, 
varies with y because of the charge in the beam,
II.2
where the factor s has been introduced to account for the possibility 
of neutralization of the electron charge by ions. s is 1 when there 
are no ions, and 0 when the electron charge is completely neutralized. 
s might be termed the "slip" parameter since when s = 0, all electrons 
move with the same velocity, while when 0 < s ≤ 1, the upper electrons 
slip past the lower electrons. Differentiating II.1 with respect to y 
and combining with II.2, the gradient of the steady velocity is found to 
be
II.1
- 
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Figure 2. Configuration of the Model which is Analyzed
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II.3
In the remainder of the analysis the velocity gradient will be denoted 
by
II.4
It will be assumed that the sense of the steady magnetic field is as 
shown in Figure 2. However, reversing the magnetic field and the elec­
tric field simply changes the sign of ωc.
It should be pointed out that the steady flow condition just des- 
Cribed is somewhat more general than can be obtained if the electrons 
are emitted from a unipotential cathode, for in this case there is the 
additional restriction
II.5
where øo is the potential from which Eo is derived, measured from 
the cathode. It is easily shown that this additional restriction is 
compatible with II.3 only if
which may be written
II.6
This restriction means that in the absence of ions, the electron plasma 
frequency and the electron cyclotron frequency must be the same. This 
is the planar Brillouin condition (7). The more general condition II.3
Differentiating II.5 with
respect to y and using II.1,
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will be assumed unless otherwise noted.
In practice, this type of steady flow is seldom realized, although
in principle it can be obtained. The use of these steady flow condi­
tions may be regarded as a working hypothesis, whose usefulness is to 
be determined by a comparison with the experimental results. It is 
true that in many physical problems some of the simpler results of a 
calculation do not depend particularly on the model chosen for the 
analysis, so long as the model is internally consistent. The field 
point of view makes possible an internally consistent analysis in which 
most of the approximations which must be made to solve the problem are 
mathematical approximations which have previously received careful 
scrutiny. The major physical assumption in this analysis is that the 
above steady flow conditions are realized.
In practical beams of this type the indication seems to be that 
the current densities are such as to make ω2p considerably less than
and electrons do not follow linear trajectories. Perhaps some of
the features of such a beam may be described satisfactorily by replac- 
ing it by a Brillouin flow beam with the same value of ω2p.
Perturbations from the Steady State. The linearized equations, 
in Eulerian form, for small perturbations from the steady state are
II.7
II.8
II.9
II.10
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The subscript 1 denotes the perturbation of a quantity, and the sub- 
script 0 denotes the unperturbed or steady value of the quantity.
The term u x has been neglected in II.7 because it is of order 
(u/c)2 smaller than E1. Equation II.10 is one of the Maxwell equa- 
tions with the magnetic field, , neglected, and expresses the static 
approximation.
It will be convenient to assume that the t and z dependence of 
all quantities is given by the factor
II.11
In the remainder of the analysis, this dependence will be understood 
and the above factor omitted, except where required for clarity. The 
symbols for the field quantities are subsequently to be considered as 
phasors, denoting the amplitude and phase of the sinusoidal, or a.c., 
perturbation of the quantity in question.
Since ∇ x E1 = 0, the electric field is derivable from a 
potential. Because of II.11 the z component of the electric field 
is just a constant times the potential, and it is possible to omit 
using a potential and express all quantities in terms of E1z. For 
example, the x component of II.10 becomes
II.12
II.9 becomes
II.13
Eliminating E1y between these equations gives
II.14
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and II.8 may be solved for ρ1
II.15
In component form II.7 is
The x equation is not required since the problem is assumed to be 
two-dimensional; V1x = 0. Solving for v1y and v1z yields
II.16
II.18
II.19
To obtain the differential equation obeyed by E1z, substitute 
ρ1 from II.15 into II.14, obtaining
II.20
Differentiating II.18 with respect to y, bearing in mind that u as 
well as E1y and E1z are functions of y, and using II.19,
II.17
where
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which may be rewritten,
II.22
This result may be obtained by another method, analogous to the 
Lagrangian description in hydrodynamics (U), in which the motion of an 
individual particle is described. The position of the electron is given 
by
where ro(a,b,c,t) is the position of the electron in the absence of 
the small a.c. disturbances; a,b,c, are parameters which tell which elec- 
tron is being described (for example, a,b,c, might be the xyz coordinates 
of the electron at t = 0); r1 is the a.c. perturbation of the electron 
position as a function of time.
The equation of motion of the electron is
II.24
where
Eo and Bo are the steady parts of the electric and magnetic fields
and it is assumed that Eo(ro) + u x Bo(ro)= 0 for all electrons so 
II.21
II.23
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that the unperturbed trajectories are straight lines. The linear, time- 
dependent part of the above equation is
The first term arises from the change in E along the unperturbed trajec- 
tory, while the second term takes into account the fact that motion of 
the electron into a region where the d.c. field is different appears as 
an a.c. force on the electron since the motion is time varying. In the 
linear approximation E1 may be evaluated at its unperturbed position 
ro. If a,b,c, are the unperturbed electron coordinates at t = 0, 
the unperturbed coordinates at time t later are,
II.25
II.26
Assuming the fields to vary as ejωt e-jβz it is easily seen that
in the linear approximation the time dependence of the force acting on 
the electron is ej(ω-βu)t hence differentiation with respect to time,
is equivalent to multiplication by j(ω-βu). In component form
II.25 becomes,
II.27
II.28
(ej(ω-βu)t is understood.)
II.29
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Solving for y1 and z1,
II.30
where has been replaced by the value obtained from II.2 and II.4,
Notice that II.30 differs from II.19 although II.29 and II.18 are the 
same. II.18 and II.19 describe the velocity field at a particular point 
in space, while II.29 and II.30 describe the a.c. velocity of a particle 
whose unperturbed trajectory passes through this point, but whose per­
turbed trajectory does not.
The charge density in the vicinity of a particular particle is 
calculated from the Lagrange continuity equation
using the particle positions,
Performing the indicated computations, and using
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Thus
From II.29 and II.30
II.31
Thus
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Substituting into II.31 for ρ1,
or
has been used. This is an expression for the
charge density in the vicinity of a given particle. Taking c + uot = z
to be a constant in this expression rather than c = constant, and 
b = y, the a.c. charge density at the point (x,y + y1ej(ωt-βz), z) is
obtained. To a first approximation this is the a.c. charge density at 
the point x,y,z. II.32 is precisely the same as the right side of II.21.
Thus the two methods give identical results, as they must, although they 
differ in detail.
This will now be compared with the method of Warnecke, Doehler and 
Bobot (12), which is in error. To compute the a.c. charge density they 
use j(ω-βu)y1 and j(ω-βu)z1 (II.29 and II.30), as the y and z 
components of a.c. velocity in the Eulerian continuity equation II.15, 
whereas the Lagrange continuity equation should be used. Another way of 
stating the difficulty is to note that II.29 and II.30 do not give the 
velocity at a fixed point in space (x,y,z) but rather the velocity at 
the point (y + y1, z + z1) . The velocity at (y,z) can be computed
II.32
where
from this however, if it is remembered that the particles which are at 
(y,z) came from an unperturbed position (y - y1, z - Z1) where the 
steady part of the z velocity is
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This contributes to the a.c. velocity at the fixed point giving
II.33
II.34
Using II.29 and II.30 in II.34 gives exactly II.19 . The extra term in 
II.34 subtracts from the z component of velocity. This can be under- 
stood as follows: If the particles move upward, y1 > 0, the z velocity 
of a given point will be less because the particles which are at this 
point have come from a point below where the steady velocity in the z 
direction is less (if Δ>O). This effect contributes to the a.c. velocity 
of the point since , the vertical displacement is an a.c. effect.
Discussion of the Differential Equation for E1z. II.21 may be sim-
plified in three special cases. First, if s = 0 all electrons have the 
same velocity, u . Because of the constant electric field, however, 
different electrons are at different electrostatic potentials, depending 
on their position in the beam. Since different electrons are at different 
potentials but all have the same velocity, they cannot have been emitted 
from a unipotential cathode with zero initial velocities. Thus the fol- 
lowing analysis does not apply to a situation which is easily realized in 
practice. Nevertheless, it is instructive to consider this case in some 
detail because of its simplicity. This relatively simple case forms the
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basis for discussion of the more complicated slipping stream case 
(s∕0) .
When s = Δ = 0, II.21 reduces to
II.35
The solutions of this equation are of two types:
associated with them. In a coordinate system which moves with the elec­
trons all disturbances of this type oscillate with the frequency
These disturbances are the plasma oscillations of the
beam, modified by the magnetic field (when ωc is zero, the frequency 
in the moving coordinate system is simply ωp). The frequency of os­
cillation does not depend on the variation of the disturbance with the 
trans verse, or y, coordinate. Fields which go with this type of solu­
tion are localized within the beam, and are not coupled to external 
electromagnetic circuits (gridded cavities excepted). This type of 
solution is similar to the solution (ω-βu)2 - ω2p found by Rigrod 
and Lewis 4 in their study of wave propagation along a magnetically 
focused cylindrical electron beam.
The charge density modulation in the interior of the beam is zero 
for solutions of the second type, and the differential equation for E1z
II.36
II.37
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is especially simple. The nature of these solutions is discussed 
in Section IV, following the discussion of boundary conditions in 
Section III.
When s is unity (intermediate values of s will not be discus­
sed), it is convenient to express II.21 in terms of dimensionless 
variables,
II.38
or
The dependence of ξ on y is through the dependence of u on y . 
With the aid of II.4, it is easily shown that
II.40
which may be rewritten
II.42
II.39
With these substitutions the differential equation for E1z becomes
II.41
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The second instance in which a simplification is obtained is when 
ωp and ωc are equal, (r = l) . When r = 1 II.42 becomes
The substitution, E1z -ξΨ, further simplifies this to 
II.43
II.44
II.44 has also been obtained by Macfarlane and Hay (13) in their 
analysis of wave propagation along a slipping stream of electrons using 
an action function Ψ. Their results apply only to the case r = s = 1 
and to forward wave electromagnetic circuits. Although the case 
r = s = 1 is of interest in the analysis of the backward wave oscillator 
the use of the functions defined by II.44 complicates the analysis con- 
siderably. Since the numerical work of this report deals only with the 
simpler cases, a detailed discussion of the properties of these func­
tions is not given here. It will suffice to note that ξ = -1 and 
ξ = +1 are regular singular points of the equation, and ξ = ∞ is
an irregular singular point. Two linearly independent solutions of 
equation II.43 in the range -1 < ξ < 1, together with their derivatives 
have been obtained by numerical integration of II.44 and are shown in 
Figure 3. One of these solutions has been chosen to be an even function 
of and the other to be odd. Both are singular at ξ = 1, -1, although 
there exists a linear combination which is not.
The third instance in which II.42 simplifies is when is small 
compared with unity, and only waves whose phase velocity is approximately
- 21 -
FIGURE 3. TWO SOLUTIONS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR E1z, AND THEIR DERIVATIVES, FOR THE CASE r = s = 1.
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equal to the electron velocity are considered. The latter restriction 
may be expressed more precisely by |ξ| ≲ 1. When these two eondi- 
tions are satisfied, the coefficient of the first derivative term in 
II.42 is small, and the coefficient of E1z is approximately equal to 
one so that the following approximate differential equation is obtained,
II.45
With the aid of the relation dξ = -βdy, this becomes
II.46
which is the same equation as obeyed by E1z outside the beam. In
later sections it is primarily this third special case that will be of 
interest.
It should be noted that in this special case, as in the first special 
case, the a.c. charge density in the beam vanishes. The previously 
cited error in the French work, together with an error in the sign of 
the force given by the second term of II.27, prevented them from ob­
taining this simple equation for the field in the interior of the elec- 
tron beam.
Conditions at the Surfaces of the Beam. The equations applying to 
the interior of the beam have been derived. In the free space between 
the beam and the sole, and between the beam and the slow-wave circuit, 
E1z obeys the free space equation
II.47
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which is obtained from II.14 by setting ρ1 equal to zero. The 
joining of the solutions in three principal regions is accomplished 
by means of the equivalent surface charge method used by Hahn (1) and 
Feenberg (3) and others. The motion of edge electrons may be rather 
complicated, but the effect is to produce a rippling of the boundary 
as shown in Figure 4a. As far as an interior electron is concerned, 
the difference between this situation and the unmodulated situation 
can be represented by a charge distribution as shown in Figure 4b or 
4c. While it may be difficult to calculate the exact motion of the 
edge electrons, only the total excess charge which accumulates on the 
boundary influences motion of the interior electrons, and for this pur­
pose it is sufficiently accurate to use
II.48
for the surface charge density. The upper signs apply at the upper 
surface of the beam while the lower signs apply at the lower surface 
of the beam. u+ is the velocity of the upper edge electrons and u- 
is the velocity of the lower edge electrons. At a boundary E1y is 
discontinuous by an amount σ±/εo and E1z is continuous.
Solutions in the three regions may be written
II.49 abc
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Figure 4a. Deformation of Beam when Modulated
Figure 4b. Time-varying Part of Charge Density 
When Beam is Modulated
Figure 4c. Equivalent Surface Charge Density which 
is used to Represent the Charge Density 
of 4b in Computing the Field at an 
Interior Point, P.
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where F1(ξ) and F2(ξ) denote the two fundamental solutions of 
II.37, II.43, or II.46. In the first and third cases F1(ξ) and 
F2(ξ) may be regarded as standing for cosh βy and sinh βy, respec­
tively. In all three cases, dF(ξ)/dy = βF'(ξ).
Rsquiring E1z to be continuous at y = -t and y = 0 (ξ = ξ- 
and ξ+ respectively) gives two relationships among the five constants,
Requiring E1y to be discontinuous by an amount σ± /εo gives two
more relationships among the five constants,
II.54
Two boundary conditions at y = d must still be applied: E1y 
and E1z may be specified. Actually, only the ratio of E1y to E1z 
is significant in determining the allowed values of β, since specify­
ing either E1y or E1z in addition to the ratio only determines the
amplitude of the wave. With the four equations II.51, II.52, II.53 and
II.50 abc
II.51
II.52
II.53
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II.54, and the ratio of E1y to E1z at y = d, it is possible to
eliminate all five constants and obtain a transcendental equation which 
determines the allowed or characteristic values of β and hence the 
characteristic waves of the system.
The characteristic waves when the circuit is absent will be dis­
cussed in the next section.
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III. THE ADMITTANCE METHOD AND SPACE CHARGE WAVES
The Admittance Method. It is sometimes more convenient to use the 
admittance method (14),(15), to satisfy the boundary conditions at beam 
edges. The normalized admittance will be defined as
III.1
where P is the real part of the admittance, or conductance, and Q is 
the imaginary part, or susceptance. This normalized admittance is re­
lated to the usual E-mode admittance (14),(15),
III.2
through the equation
III.3
is the characteristic admittance of 
free space. P + jQ is normalized in the sense that the surface admit­
tance of free space is given by
This is easily seen from the following consideration:
For y < 0 an appropriate solution of II.47 which is bounded at -∞ is
Using II.12
where is the phase velocity of the wave divided by the velocity of 
light (which is small) and
III.4
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Consequently
Hence P + jQ = -j .
The normalized admittance of a conducting plane at a distance d is 
+ j coth βd . It is easily shown that if the admittance at a particu­
lar plane is (P + jQ)1, the admittance at distance d above this 
plane is
III.5
or when P is zero simply
III.6
The usefulness of the normalized admittance lies in the fact that only 
the ratio E1y/E1z is important in determining the characteristic 
waves of the system. This method is used in this section to obtain the 
propagation constants of the space charge waves which propagate on a 
beam between two conducting planes. Throughout the remainder of this 
section it will be assumed that the fields E1z and E1y obey the 
free space equation II.47 inside, as well as outside the beam, and that 
the slow wave circuit at y = d in Figure 2 is replaced by a conducting 
plane.
Similarly, for y > 0,
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The boundary condition at the lower edge of the beam may be 
written
or
III.8
III.9
Since Q-t = coth a, III.9 may be written
III.10
Using the transformation formula III.6, since the fields obey the free 
space equation in the beam, this admittance appears as
III.7
The first term is the admittance just above the lower surface, the 
second term is the admittance just below the lower surface (and equal 
to j coth βa), and the third term is the discontinuity in surface ad­
mittance provided by the equivalent surface charge. The latter term 
may be expressed in terms of the admittances with the aid of II.48,
II.18, and the definition of ω2p,
In terms of the susceptance Q,
III.12
III.13
III.14
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III.11
just below the upper edge of the beam. The boundary condition at the 
upper edge of the beam can be written,
which may be expressed in terms of the admittances with the aid of II.48, 
II.18, and the definition of ω2p,
In terms of the susceptance Q ,
Thus the normalized susceptance just above the upper edge of the beam is
III.15
Finally, t his admittance must be transformed to y = d by means of
III.16
The resulting susceptance is a function of the propagation constant β .
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The propagation constants of the characteristic waves of the system 
are obtained by equating this expression to the susceptance of the cir­
cuit at y = d . Since in this section the circuit is replaced by a 
conducting plane, the susceptance Qd must be infinite. From III.16 
this is easily seen to occur when
III.17
Space Charge Waves of the Non-slipping Beam. When s = 0, all 
electrons have the same velocity, u+ = u- = uo. If the beam is very 
thick, βt >> 1, the fields generated by the equivalent surface charge on 
the upper edge of the beam will be negligible at the lower edge of the 
beam and the fields generated by the equivalent surface charge on the 
lower edge of the beam will be negligible at the upper edge, and the 
waves associated with the upper and lower boundaries of the beam may be 
analyzed separately. The waves associated with the upper boundary may 
be found by setting tanh βt = 1 in III.15 and equating this to IIΙ.17,
Using the definition of Ω2 and rearranging slightly, this becomes,
HI.18
III.19
Solving for
III.20
III.21
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The first wave has a phase velocity which is less than the electron 
velocity, while the second wave has a phase velocity which is greater 
than the electron velocity. The electron velocity field corresponding 
to these waves can be found frcm II.18 and II.19. Rewriting them as
III.22
III.23
and using the ratio of E1y to E1z in the interior of the beam (+j)
III.24
III.25
Since the electric field decays exponentially (eβy) in the interior of 
the beam, electrons near the surface of the beam deviate further from their 
equilibrium paths than do electrons in the interior of the beam. Because 
these waves are, in a sense, supported by the electrons near the surface of 
the beam, they are called surface waves. Comparison of III.25 with III.24 
shows that the phase of the z velocity differs from the phase of the y 
velocity by
where the usual traveling wave tube notation is employed:
but the amplitude of the two components of velocity are 
equal. Thus the motion of each electron is the combination of a drift at the
III.26
III.27
and its solutions are
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electron is the combination of a drift at the velocity u and a circu­
lar motion. A given amplitude of the electric field, E1z, produces a 
greater velocity modulation of the electrons for wave 2 than for wave 1 
since the denominators of III.24 and III.25 are smaller for wave 2 than 
for wave 1.
In a coordinate system which moves with the electrons the frequency 
of oscillation is higher for wave 2
than for wave 1
Electrons execute many more circles in drifting a fixed distance when 
wave 2 is excited than when wave 1 is excited. In addition ω'2 is 
positive and the electrons execute counter-clockwise circular motion, 
when wave 1 is present, while ω'1 is negative and the electrons exe- 
cute clockwise motion.
The waves associated with the lower boundary may be found by setting 
normalized susceptance, III.10, equal to -1, since the fields in the 
beam may be assumed to be proportional to e-βy. The resulting equation 
can be written,
III.28
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III.29
The electron velocity field is given by
III.31
III.32
As before, the velocities are equal in magnitude but differ in phase 
by
III.33
the frequency is negative and the circular motion is clockwise; while 
for wave 4
III.34
the frequency is positive and the motion is counterclockwise. The 
circular motion is greatest for edge electrons, less for electrons in 
the interior of the beam, being practically negligible for electrons 
which are more than a small fraction of an electronic wavelength (dis­
tance measured in units from the boundary of the beam.
It is interesting to note that when ω2p << ω2c the propagation 
constants of the four waves are given by
III.30
For wave 3
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III.35
III.36
III.37
III.38
Waves 1 and 3 have phase velocities approximately equal to the electron 
velocity and are similar to those to be discussed later in the slipping 
stream analysis. Waves 2 and 4 are sometimes referred to as the fast 
and slow cyclotron waves, respectively, since their phase velocities 
are less than and greater than the electron velocity and the frequency 
in the moving coordinate system is approximately equal to the cyclotron 
frequency. As the charge density of the beam approaches zero, the fre- 
quency of these waves in a system moving with the average velocity of 
the electrons approaches ωc and these waves describe the natural cir- 
cular motion which an electron executes in a magnetic field, which is 
counterclockwise for the sense of magnetic field assumed here. Simi­
larly, as the charge density of the beam decreases the frequency of 
waves 1 and 3 tends to zero and these waves describe the natural drift 
motion which an electron executes in crossed electric and magnetic 
fields.
To discuss the waves it is convenient to introduce a new variable,
δ = β/βe. The susceptance just above the beam III.15 can be written
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Upon putting this over a common dencminator, a common factor (δ-1)2-m2 
may be cancelled from numerator and denominator, so that Q may be written
where coth βea δ has been taken equal to 1 (a = ∞) for simplicity. To
find the modes of propagation when there is a conducting plane at a dis­
tance d above this beam it is necessary to equate this expression to 
-coth βe dδ and find the values of δ which satisfy the resulting 
relation. The solution may be effected by plotting the susceptance of 
the beam and -coth βe dδ as a function of δ and locating the inter­
sections of the two curves. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 5, 
where it has been assumed that coth βea δ = 1, βet = .50, m = 1/2 , 
and r = 1. The susceptance at a distance above the beam is
also shown. Intersections of the beam susceptance curve with the free 
space curve, Q = -1 occur at
III.39
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Figure 5. Normalized susceptance of a Non-slipping Beam 
of Finite Thickness, ωp - ωc = ½ω .
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III.41
The waves for which δ = .30, 1.69 may be termed the fast and slow 
cyclotron waves respectively while the waves for which δ = .86, 1.16 
are similar to the waves whose phase velocities were approximately 
equal to electron velocity which were found in the thick beam case.
Figure 6 shows the distribution of E1z across the beam for each 
of the four modes. The values calculated from the thick beam formulas 
III.20, III.21, III.29, and III.30 are
and are in qualitative agreement with above results. In both cases there 
is one fast cyclotron wave, one slow cyclotron wave, and two waves with a 
phase velocity near the electron velocity, one a little faster and one a 
little slower than the electrons. Previous investigators have found only 
one wave (8),(9), or claim that only one of the two waves near the elec­
tron velocity can couple to external circuits (6). The field analysis 
shows that there are two waves near the electron velocity which can 
couple to external circuits. In many other respects the curves of 
Figure 5 are similar to those obtained from an equivalent circuit theory 
(8),(9).
Connection between Energy Transfer and The power extracted 
from the electron beam can be obtained by integrating the Poynting vec­
tor over a surface just above the beam. The time average of the 
Poynting vector is
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Figure 6. Distribution of Electric Field for Waves on a 
Non-slipρing Beam of Finite Thickness
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If a single wave whose space and time dependence ej(ωt -βz) is present
this may be rewritten
III.42
According to III.3 YE is proportional to P + jQ with a real constant 
of proportionality. In the preceding section it was found that P is 
zero for real values of the propagation constant. Thus the net energy 
transfer is zero since the time average of the Poynting vector is zero. 
Energy may be extracted from the beam if more than one wave is present 
or if the amplitude of the wave increases or decreases with z .
Increasing and decreasing waves can be represented by assuming the 
z dependence to be Q-(α+jβ)z; positive α represents a decreasing 
wave and negative α an increasing wave. III.42 is still valid. Since 
YE is analytic along the β axis, except at four points (see III.40 
and Figure 5), the real part of the admittance can be found from the 
imaginary part in the following way:
In a neighborhood where YE is analytic,
III.43
or in terms of the normalized admittance
III.44
It may be concluded from this result that energy is extracted from the
Since YE(β) and are pure imaginary, the real part of YE(β - jα)
is given by
beam if
III.45
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The most interesting case is when α < 0, for in this case the wave 
increases with distance and the additional energy which appears in the 
field as the wave increases is obtained from the kinetic energy of the 
electrons. Reference to Figure 5 shows that
* In some respects this condition is analogous to a theorem for elec­
trical networks: the z coordinate replaces the time variable and 
-(α + jβ) replaces the complex frequency variable p = σ + jω (the 
frequency is a constant in the electron beam problem). In the elec- 
tron beam problem the admittance is pure imaginary along the β axis 
(α = O); this corresponds to a reactance network. The susceptance 
slope
is positive only if 
β is greater than βe, that is, if the wave velocity is slower than 
the electron velocity.
When two constant amplitude waves are present,
and the time average of the Poynting vector is given by
of a passive reactance network is positive. If the suscep­
tance slope is negative over any part of the frequency range, energy 
can be extracted from the network. Energy can be extracted from the 
electron beam if is positive; the difference in sign arises frcm 
the negative sign preceding β in the exponential z dependence.
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This expression has oscillatory z dependence and energy may be imagined 
to flow out of the electron beam at one point and into the beam at 
another. Since the length of the beam is finite, it is possible to obtain 
a net extraction of energy.
Space Charge Waves of the Slipping Beam: ω2p Small Compared with 
ω2c, Waves Near the Electron Velocity. The restriction to waves near 
the electron velocity can be stated more precisely,
Since for the waves discussed in this and later sections
III.48
and the surface charge density on the lower edge of the beam is
III.49
while the surface charge density on the upper edge of the beam is
Writing Ye1 = jBe1 and Ye2 = jBe2 where Be1 and Be2 are pure 
real,
III.46
III.47
III.47 is satisfied if ω2p is small compared with ω2c. Under these 
circumstances,
III.50
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The last two equations are obtained frcm III.8 and III.13 by neglecting 
E1y/E1z in comparison with ωc/(ω - βu) since the former is of order of 
magnitude unity and the latter will be of order of magnitude
which may also be written
III.51
III.52
To simplify the writing of this expression, a new variable , is defined 
by
III.53
and the following additional definitions are made,
ε is the fractional velocity spread and is assumed to be small compared 
to unity. The slip parameter, s, will be retained in order that subse­
quent expressions will apply to both the slipping or non-slipping cases. 
Since T and C are Slowly varying functions of β, they may be taken
The normalized susceptance just above the beam is
where
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as constants, evaluated at
The expression for the normalized susceptance, III.52 becomes
III.55
III.55 is subject to obvious simplification if the beam does not slip 
(s = 0 or if the conducting plane below the beam is far removed (C = 1). 
When C = 1
III.56
Figure 7 shows a plot of III.56. The slipping and non-slipping cases are 
shown separately. Two features which are common to both curves should be 
noted: (a) the normalized susceptance is very nearly equal to +1 , the 
free space value if ν ≳ 1, and (b) the slope of the susceptance curve
is positive in the vicinity of ν = 0, indicating a range of wave velo­
cities in which it is possible to extract energy from the beam. Intersec­
tions of these curves with line Q = -1, the normalized susceptance of 
the free space above the beam, determines the propagation constants of the 
waves when the upper conductor is also far removed. It can be seen that 
when s = 1, no intersections are obtained. An analytical solution may be
- 
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FIGURE 7 NORMALIZED SUSCEPTANCE OF THE SLIPPING AND NON-SLIPPING BEAMS
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obtained by setting III.56 equal to -1. After a slight amount of 
algebraic manipulation the resulting equation can be written
The solutions of this equation are
When the beam does not slip (s = 0) this reduces to
and upon substituting into III.53
III.57
III.58
III.59
III.60
Che wave has a phase velocity which is slightly greater than the elec- 
tron velocity (lower sign) and the wave has a phase velocity which is 
slightly less than the electron velocity. When the beam is thick 
(T ≈ 1) III.59 gives the same result as III.35 and III.39 derived 
earlier,
III.61
When the beam slips (s = 1) III.58 becomes
Furthermore when the beam is thick (T ≈ 1) the solution of this equa­
tion is
III.62
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III.63
Using III.53 and III.54 the corresponding propagation constants are 
found to be
III.64
The first wave is a surface wave associated with the upper surface and 
has a phase velocity a little less than the velocity of the upper edge 
electrons. The second wave is also a surface wave associated with the 
lower surface and it has a phase velocity which is a little greater than 
the velocity of the lower edge electrons. These waves are similar to 
the waves described by III.61 except that the velocity of the appropriate 
edge electrons are different.
It is interesting to note that most of the longitudinal current in 
the electron beam is the surface current:
III.66
where E1z± is the longitudinal field at appropriate edge of the beam. 
III.66 is obtained by substituting III.64 or III.65 into III.50 or III.49. 
The current in the body of the beam is obtained by integrating po v1z
III.65
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Thus the body current is times the surface current in the thick
beam.
When the beam thickness is less than an amount given by βt ≈ 1.3, 
III.62 gives complex conjugate values of ν . Consequently one wave in- 
creases with distance and the other decreases with distance, and small 
perturbations may grow as they are propagated along the electron beam. 
It is important to note that a source of disturbances at z = 0 sets 
up both the increasing wave and decreasing wave in the region z > 0. 
Small disturbances will grow large until the growth is limited by non- 
linear effects or until the electrons are collected. Figure 8 shows 
the rate of growth of the disturbance with distance as a function of
the beam thickness:
This result can be understood in terms of Pierce's theory of coupl­
ing of modes of propagation (16). The increasing and decreasing waves 
come about through the coupling at the upper surface wave with the 
lower surface wave. When the beam is not very thick, the fields of the 
upper and lower surface waves overlap and the waves become coupled. The 
arguments of the preceding section indicate that the electron beam gives 
up energy to the field by being modulated with the upper surface wave 
and receives energy from the field by being modulated with the lower 
surface wave. Thus in the wave which increases with distance, the 
source of energy which appears in the field cones primarily from the 
upper edge electrons. The energy exchange takes place in the same way 
as in a magnetron: the electrons move into a region of higher d.c.
III.67
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Figure 8. Slipping Beam Gain versus BeamThickness and Frequency
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potential without appreciable change in velocity by interaction with 
the high frequency field.
The critical thickness for growing waves is independent of the 
plasma frequency and hence of the current density in the beam. This 
result can be explained in the following way. Ordinarily, an increase 
in current increases the coupling between space charge waves but, in 
the slipping beam type of flow, an increase in current also increases 
the difference in velocity of the upper and lower edge electrons and 
hence increases the difference in velocity between the two surface 
waves. These two effects change the coupling in opposite directions 
with the net result that the coupling is independent of current.
Similarly, the beam thickness enters in two ways: the thicker the 
beam the greater the velocity separation u+ - u- and, the less the 
fields of the two surface waves overlap. Both effects tend to reduce 
the coupling between the two surface waves.
The tendency for small perturbations to grow larger as they 
propagate along the electron beam has been termed the "diocotron" 
effect by French workers. A fundamental error in their analysis (12) 
of this effect has aLready been pointed out. This led to a prediction 
that the rate of growth of perturbations is proportional to the square 
root of the beam thickness for thin beams,
This result is incorrect. The analysis of the present paper further- 
more shows that there exists a maximum thickness, beyond which growth 
does not occur.
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Two of the results derived here are easily compared with the
results of Macfarlane and Hay's(13) analysis which applies when
ωp = ωc. The latter predicts a maximum rate of growth and a maximum 
frequency at which amplification can occur
while the analysis of this paper predicts
It is seen that the theory presented here would actually give fairly 
accurate results when applied to the extreme case, ωp = ωc, even 
though the principal assumption made in the derivation (ωp << ω2c)
does not apply.
Susceptance of the Beam at the Circuit. In the subsequent analysis 
it will be assumed that the lower plane is far removed. It will be 
necessary to know the normalized susceptance of the beam at a distance 
d above its upper surface, minus the normalized susceptance of free 
space at this same point. Using the susceptance transformation formula 
III.6 on III.56 gives
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III.69
To determine the characteristic waves of the system when a slow wave cir­
cuit is present at z - d, it is necessary to match this susceptance to a 
similar susceptance for the circuit. This concludes the discussion of 
the electron beam characteristics. In the following section the circuit
characteristics are discussed.
III.68
where T' ≡ tanh βd
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IV THE SURFACE ADMITTANCE OF THE SLOW WAVE CIRCUIT
Characteristics of a Periodic Circuit. The surface admittance of 
the electron beam which is a function of the propagation constant of 
the wave and other parameters, was derived in the preceding section.
This section will deal with the characteristics of the slow wave cir- 
cuit. The structure shown in Figure 9 is analyzed and these results 
are then generalized to include other types of slow wave circuits. The 
principal result of this analysis is the determination of the surface 
admittance which such a slow wave circuit presents to the electron beam, 
particularly when the electrons have a velocity nearly equal to phase 
velocity of one of the space harmonics of the circuit. Only the trans- 
verse magnetic modes will be discussed.
In some respects this analysis is similar to one made by Parzen (17) 
of the same type of circuit. His analysis applies only to very low 
current electron beams focused by a very large axial magnetic field, 
while in the treatment presented here it is not necessary to specify the 
beam conditions specifically when deriving the circuit properties.
Parzen's treatment can be shown to be equivalent to a presentation of 
the circuit by a fixed admittance wall (15), and thus backward wave 
circuits are not treated correctly. This is equivalent to the neglect 
of the sum in IV.39. The sum turns out to be very important, even 
though it is zero for waves which propagate at exactly the circuit 
velocity. The analysis of this section differs from a previous analysis 
of the same type of circuit by the author (18).
While it is possible to write down the complete set of equations 
which determine the fields and propagation constants of this structure,
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Figure 9. Cross-Section of the Slow Wave Circuit
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with or without the electron beam, the boundary conditions are mixed 
and the solution of the set of equations requires the solution of an 
infinite determinant (19). Instead of following this procedure a 
variational method will be used in which the longitudinal electric 
field at y = 0 is the trial function. First, an integral equation 
for this field will be derived.
According to Bloch's (20) theorem the true fields of this structure 
satisfy the periodicity requirement
In the absence of the electron beam the electric and magnetic fields 
in the region -b < y < 0 are given by
IV.1
where the phase factor e-jβoD is determined by the boundary conditions 
of the problem. Ez, Ey, Hx are the only field c opponents present in the 
transverse magnetic modes when the fields are independent of the x 
coordinate. An expression for the electric field at y = 0 which satis­
fies periodicity condition IV.1 may be written
IV.2
The inverse of IV.2 is obtained by multiplying IV.2 by
and integrating from
IV.3
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where
IV.4
These fields satisfy Maxwell's equations and the boundary condition at 
y = -b,
IV.10
where
IV.11
where Yn is the E mode surface admittance at y = 0 with the electron 
beam present, and is determined by the methods of the previous sections. 
In this section, the total field in the region -b < y < 0 is the
IV.5
IV.6
IV.7
IV.8
IV.9
The magnetic field at y = 0 is
coth γnb is the E-mode (transverse magnetic) sur­
face admittance of free space for the nth space harmonic.
When the electron beam is present IV.10 may be written
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superposition of an infinite number of partial waves or space harmonics 
as given by the summations in IV.4, IV.5 and IV.6 . Since the propa­
gation constant of each space harmonic is different there is a different 
E mode admittance, Υn, for each of these space harmonics. However, 
in the preceding section it was shown that when s = 0 the surface 
admittance with the beam present is practically equal to that of free 
space except when
Thus most Yn will not differ appreciably from Yno. It is assumed 
that this is also the case when s = 1 .
The fields in the slot which lies between and may be
written
IV.12
IV.13
IV.14
where
Only the fields in one slot are specified, fields in adjacent slots 
differ only by the phase factor e-jβoD.
These fields have been chosen to satisfy the appropriate boundary
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conditions at the conducting surfaces:
At y = 0 IV.12 and IV.14 become,
is the admittance of the nth harmonic in
the slot.
The following boundary conditions must still be satisfied:
(a) Ez(0,z) as given by IV.15 must be equal to Ez(0,z) as 
given by IV.2 ,
(b) Hx(0,z) as given by IV.16 must be equal to Hx(0,z) as 
given by IV.11 ,
(c) Ez(0,z) must vanish in the interval
IV.18
The second condition will be satisfied if
IV.15
IV.16
where
The first of these conditions will be satisfied if
IV.17
Multiplying IV.17 by and integrating from to
yields
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IV.19
Upon substituting IV.3 and IV.18 for Mn and Bn, respectively, and 
interchanging the order of integration and summation, IV.19 becomes
IV.20
This is an integral equation for ε(z). ε(z) must satisfy this inte­
gral equation in the region and must vanish in the intervals
Letting
IV.21
IV.22
denote the Green's functions for regions I and II, the equation which 
ε(z') must satisfy is conveniently written as,
IV.23
In IV.23 GI(z,z') is a function of the propagation constant, βo.
Both ε(z') and βo are unknown. From the general theory of periodic
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structures it is known that for a given set of dimensions and for a 
particular frequency the slow wave circuit of Figure 9 supports waves 
only for special values of βo. Consequently, it is expected that 
IV-23 can be satisfied only for these special values of βo. In 
other words, IV.23 determines the propagation constant βo as well as 
the field ε(z') .
IV.23 may be converted to a stationary form for the determination 
of the propagation constant, βo, by multiplying by ε(-z) and inte­
grating frcm to
IV.24
For the true field 6(z) and true propagation constant βo this is a 
trivial operation since the integral IV.23 is identically zero for all 
z between and However, if ε(z) differs frcm the true 
field it will not, in general, be possible to satisfy IV.24, whereas 
it may be possible to satisfy IV.24 with a value of βo which differs 
slightly frcm the true value. IV.24 is a weaker condition than IV.23; 
only a weighted average of the difference in tangential magnetic fields 
is required to vanish, the weighting function being ε(-z).
By substituting various trial functions ε(z) into IV.24, an im­
plicit relation for the propagation constant βo is obtained. It will 
now be shown that the value of βo thus obtained is insensitive to 
small deviations in the trial function from the true field. Denoting 
the true field by εo(z) and the true propagation constant by βoo, 
the first variation of IV.24 is
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IV.25
The third term vanishes because
and the original integral equation IV.23. IV.26 is proved by substi- 
tuting IV.27 into IV.23, replacing -z' by z and -z by z' , and 
interchanging the limits of integration.
The first term vanishes because of the integral equation
IV.23
IV.26
vanishes for all z' . This follows from the symmetry properties of 
the Green's functions,
IV.27
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IV.28
or δ ßo = 0, provided the integral which multiplies δ βo does not 
vanish. It seems unlikely that this integral vanishes and numerical 
calculation for the example discussed later bears out this conjecture. 
As a result, when IV.24 is used to determine the propagation constant, 
small errors in the trial function ε(z) produce no error in the 
propagation constant to first order.
Substituting the series expansions for €(z) (IV.2 and IV.l5)
and the series expansion for the Green's functions (IV.2l and IV.22) 
into IV.24 and performing the indicated integrations yields
IV.29
IV.30
IV.31
IV.32
Thus
If the field is assumed to be uniform in the slot, ε(z) = 1,
and IV.29 becomes
A better trial function, which takes into account the singular nature
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of the fields at corners of the fins when d ≈ D , is
IV.33
In this case IV.34
IV.35
and IV.29 becomes
IV.36
Either IV.32 or IV.36 with the proper values of Yn and Y'n can be used 
to determine the propagation constant βo. These two trial functions are 
not good approximations to the true field at very low frequencies, where 
the field, ε(z), is nearly antisymmetric. In this region it would be better 
to employ a linear combination of a symmetric function and an antisymmetric 
function, determining the relative proportions by using the stationary 
property of IV.29. The solution of IV.32 for a particular set of dimensions 
is shown in Fig. 10. Computation is facilitated by converting IV.32 to a 
more rapidly converging series as discussed in ref.(17). The electron beam 
is assumed to be absent and only the propagation constant for the lowest 
mode has been determined. Curves of this type have been discussed by others, 
(21),(22),(23). A brief resume is given here.
Without loss of generality βoD may be assumed to lie between -π 
and π. Since βnD = βoD + 2πn, the phase constants of the other space 
harmonics are obtained by simply displacing the fundamental curve (n = 0) 
by multiples of 2w . The velocity of energy propagation can be shown to 
be equal to the group velocity (24), which is given by
IV.37
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Figure 10. Phase Characteristics of the Loaded Guide Slow Wave Circuit
kD versus βoD for d/D = .8, c/b = 1.0, c/D =2.0
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Thus when βoD is between 0 and π energy flows in the +z direc­
tion, while if βoD is between -π and 0 energy flows in the -z 
direction. It should be noted that the phase velocity of space harmonics 
is not always of the same sign as the group velocity. For example,
when -π < βoD < 0 the group velocity is negative and the phase velocity 
of all space harmonics for which n > 0 is positive. A space harmonic 
whose phase velocity is of opposite sign frcm the group velocity at the 
wave is commonly called a backward space harmonic and sometimes, less 
precisely, a backward wave. When the phase velocity of a space harmonic 
has the same sign as the group velocity of the wave it is called a for- 
ward space harmonic or, sometimes, a forward wave. Backward space 
harmonics are of importance in oscillator tubes while forward space 
harmonics are of importance in amplifier tubes. At low frequencies
the behavior of this slow wave circuit is much like
a strip transmission line, which propagated a transverse magnetic wavs 
at the velocity of light. The effect of the fins is to capacitively load 
the line so as to decrease the phase velocity of the wave to about .65 
times the velocity of light. As the frequency ie increased, the phase 
shift per section increases until βoD = π, where reflections from suc­
cessive fins (or slots) reinforce and total reflection of the wave occurs. 
This is analogous to Bragg reflection of X-rays in crystal lattices. For 
a range of Aequencies above the frequency at which total reflection 
occurs, no transmission occurs. Other transmission bends occur still 
higher in frequency but these are not of interest in the present discus­
sion.
Solution with the Electron Beam Present. Solution of IV.29 is car­
ried out in a similar manner when the electron beam is present, except
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that the admittances Yn are no longer the simple Yno. In the pre- 
ceding section it was found that the admittance with t he beam present 
differs appreciably frcm that of free space only for certain rather 
narrow ranges of the propagation constant, β . The case of most in- 
terest in electron tubes is when the electron velocity is approximately 
equal to the phase velocity of one of the space harmonics, so that the 
electrons interact strongly with the circuit field. Under these cir­
cumstances the admittance for this particular space harmonic, n = m 
for example, will differ drastically from the free space value, while 
the other space harmonic admittances will be practically equal to 
their free space values. An important exception to this situation 
occurs when other space harmonics have approximately the same phase 
velocity as the cyclotron waves of the beam. This effect will be dis- 
cussed later in this section, and for the present it will be assumed 
that the space harmonic admittances Yn are equal to their free space 
values Yno except for n = m . IV.29 can then be written
by adding and subtracting a term Ymo M2m. Solving IV.38 for
IV.39
This equation may be interpreted as follows. On the left stands the 
admittance of the electron beam at a plane which just grazes the circuit. 
The right side also has the dimensions of an admittance, and since the 
propagation constants of the system are found by equating this admittance
IV.38
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to the beam admittance, this expression is just the admittance which 
the circuit presents to the electron beam. In the remainder of the 
analysis it will be convenient to subtract Ymo from both sides of 
IV.39 and denote the quantity in brackets by jS. The j has been 
used in the definition in order that S be real for real β . S is 
a susceptance.
IV.40
The quantity
IV.41
is closely connected with the problem of finding the propagation con­
stants of the circuit in the absence of the electron beam; when βo is 
equal to the propagation constant of the circuit in the absence of the 
beam, S is zero. If the propagation constant of the mth space harmonic 
with the beam absence is denoted by βm and the propagation constant of 
the mth space harmonic with the beam present is denoted simply by β,
S can be approximated by
IV.42
in a small neighborhood around βm. Except when βmD ≈ (2m ± l)π, 
i.e., when operation is near the upper cutoff frequency of the circuit 
and the first derivative is small, the first derivative term by itself 
is a satisfactory approximation to S .
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S is a periodic function of βD with period 2π. This is 
verified by noting that replacing βoD by βoD + 2π in IV.4l is 
equivalent to replacing n by n+1 in the first summation and 
does not affect the second summation. Since the first summation 
is over all values of n, this sum is also unchanged. Furthermore, 
S is an even function of βD. This may be demonstrated either by 
examining the terms in the sum in detail or by appealing to the sym­
metry properties of the circuit. Similarly is an odd periodic
function of βoD with period 2π. Thus does not depend 
on m since the different values of βmD differ by 2π.
As a result, if -π < βoD < 0 so that the net energy flow of the 
wave is in the negative z direction, will be equal in mag­
nitude but opposite in sign from the value of for the cor­
responding wave with energy flow in the positive z direction 
(0 < βoD < π) at the same frequency. Figure 11 shows for
the circuit whose characteristics are shown in Figure 10.
Thus when the electron beam has a velocity approximately equal
to the phase velocity of the mth space harmonic of the slow wave cir­
cuit, the circuit presents a susceptance to the beam given approxi­
mately by
IV.43
where the sign of is negative for forward space harmonic in-
teraction and positive for backward space harmonic operation. This is 
the principal result of this section. It gives a simple representation 
of the susceptance presented to the electron beam by the slow wave
-
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Figure 11. Characteristics of the
Slow Wave Circuit: ∂S/∂βoD versus
βoD for d/D = .8, c/b = 1.0, c/D = 2
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circuit. Fletcher (5) has shown that it is possible to represent the 
susceptance of a sheath helix, at the surface of the helix, in this man­
ner. ne has also demonstrated for the sheath helix, the equivalence 
between this type of representation and the Pierce equivalent circuit 
representation. It seems likely that most slow wave circuits can be 
represented approximately in this manner. Pierce (8) for example, 
assumes that this is possible. The treatment of this section demonstrates 
by means of a field analysis that this is possible for the loaded strip 
transmission line, a space harmonic circuit, and determines the pertinent 
constants of the representation. It is also possible to determine these 
constants experimentally (25) (26).
In Section V it will be assumed that the slow wave circuit may be 
represented by a susceptance
IV.44
placed at the plane of the circuit. The values of Cm and βm ob­
tained in this section will not be used specifically in the computations, 
but rather a wider variety of values such as might be obtained with other 
types of slow wave circuits will be assumed.
Ccmparison with the Pierce Circuit Equation. Pierce derives a 
similar circuit equation using the normal mode theory (8) but the con- 
stants in his circuit equation must be evaluated frcm a field analysis 
(4),(5) or by experiment (25),(26). The difference in sign in the cir­
cuit equation between forward space harmonic operation and backward 
space harmonic operation can be deduced from the equivalent circuit ap­
proach, but the above analysis constitutes a proof of the validity of 
this type of circuit representation. The relationship between the
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constant Cm in IV.49 and Pierce's traveling wave tube impedance param­
eter K will now be determined. Pierce's circuit equation for a 
thin beam is (see Figure 12)
IV.45
where V is the voltage at the electron beam, i is the convection 
current of the beam, and is the capacitance between beam and cir­
cuit in a unit length of circuit.
IV.45 gives the circuit impedance at the surface of the circuit if 
the seccnd term is neglected.
Furthermore, if β ≈ βm this may be written
IV.46
IV.46 is similar in form to IV.44. If the beam is a thin sheet beam of 
width w , the convection current in the z direction is related to 
the discontinuity in magnetic field by
so that IV.46 may be written
The longitudinal field is related to the voltage V by
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Figure 12. The Pierce Traveling Wave Tube 
Equivalent Circuit
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IV.47
Solving for Bm - Bmo,
IV.48
IV.49
K is the value of the impedance parameter at a plane which just grazes 
the circuit. Thus IV.44 can also be written
IV.50
IV.51
IV.5l can also be expressed in terms of the variable ν of the preced- 
ing section (III).
IV.52
where
IV.53
Comparison of IV.48 with IV.44 shows that the Pierce traveling wave 
tube impedance parameter is inversely proportional to Cm,
and, in terms of the normalized susceptance,
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and b is defined by
IV.54
b is a measure of the difference in velocity of upper edge electrons 
and the phase velocity of the mth space harmonic in the absence of 
the electron beam. When b > 0 the upper edge electrons travel 
faster than the space harmonic field. Ϟ2 is a dimensionless para- 
meter which is a measure of the strength of circuit field.
In Section V the circuit equation, IV.52, will be combined with 
the electronic equation, III.68, to find the waves of the electron 
beam in the presence of the circuit.
Operation Near the upper Cutoff Frequency,
In this region two space harmonics are important; one is a forward 
space harmonic and one is a backward space harmonic. It is necessary 
to retain both terms of IV.42 in approximating S . The consequences 
of the extra term and the conditions under which it must be retained
will now be examined.
When the electron beam is absent, the phase constants of the 
circuit space harmonics may be found by setting S, as given by 
IV.42, equal to zero. Clearly, one solution is β = βm, but this 
equation has two solutions. To the extent that third and higher order 
terms can be neglected, the other solution must represent the nearby 
space harmonic which has a propagation constant
IV.55
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It should be noted that these two space harmonics are not space har­
monics of the same wave. One is a space harmonic of a wave whose net 
energy flow is in the positive z direction and the other is a space 
harmonic of a wave whose net energy flow is in the negative z direc- 
tion. As such, these space harmonics, together with the waves with 
which they are associated, can exist on the circuit independently of 
each other. With the aid of IV.55, IV.42 can be rewritten
IV.56
The second factor has been adjusted so as to vanish at the value given 
by IV.55 and still have the form given by IV.42. From IV.47 it can be 
seen that the one term approximation will be valid when the electron 
beam is present if all the propagation constants, β, which are deter­
mined using the one term approximation satisfy the condition
IV.57
For electron beams which have approximately the same velocity as the 
mth space harmonic |β - βm| is generally between .01 βm and .1 βm. 
Finally, it should be noted that as the second term of 
the second factor in IV.56 becomes large compared with the first term, 
but that the factor approaches zero in such a manner that
is approximately constant.
The two term approximation is not used in subsequent analysis but 
is necessary for a correct analysis of operation near the high frequency 
cutoff.
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Simultaneous Interaction of the Electron Beam with More Than One
Space Harmonic of the Same Wave. This effect has been termed the 
rising sun effect by French workers (6), because of its similarity to 
an effect which occurs in rising sun magnetrons. It is observed to 
cause slight anomalies in the starting conditions. Although this effect 
is not studied in Section V, the formal modifications which would be re­
quired in the theory are presented here. It is possible to have simul­
taneous interaction with three space harmonics of the same wave if
IV.58
for under these circumstances when electrons have a velocity approxi­
mately equal to the phase velocity of the mth space harmonic, the slow 
cyclotron wave is approximately in synchronism with the m + ℓ space 
harmonic and the fast cyclotron wave is in synchronism with the m - 
space harmonic. It is then necessary to treat three terms separately 
in IV.29,
respectively, there β is the propagation constant which is approximately 
equal to βm, and must be determined from the theory given in the pre­
vious section. The approximation IV.42 for S may still be used.
IV.59
The various admittances Ym-ℓ, Ym, Ym+ℓ, etc. are functions of the 
propagation constants
V START OSCILLATION CONDITIONS FOR THE BACKWARD WAVE OSCILLATOR
Characteristic Waves of the System. The electronic equation, III.69 
must be combined with the circuit equation IV.52 to determine the propa­
gation constants of the waves of the beam in the presence of the circuit. 
The resulting equation is
V.1
Since T = tanh βt and T' = tanh βd are slowly varying functions of 
β , they may be considered as constants in this equation. They are to 
be evaluated at
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IV.1 has three solutions, 
since it is of third degree in ν. When the coupling between the cir­
cuit and beam is weak, it is expected that these solutions will represent 
a circuit wave and an upper and lower surface wave of the beam. The 
solutions of this equation will be discussed in more detail in connection 
with the numerical examples.
The analysis which leads to V.1 neglects all waves except those which 
have a phase velocity nearly equal to the electron velocity. Thus many 
of the characteristic waves will not be obtained from V.1; the cyclotron 
waves and the waves with density modulation in the interior of the beam, 
found in the non-slipping beam, are omitted. Higher order waves of the 
circuit are also omitted.
Boundary Conditions at z = 0,L . The boundary conditions which
must be satisfied at z = 0 and z = L can be described loosely as
(a) The beam enters unmodulated at a plane z = 0. The y 
and z velocity and displacement of each electron from
its equilibrius position is zero. The electric field at 
z = 0 depends on the exact details of the coupling of 
circuit to an external waveguide or transmission line.
(b) The circuit is terminated with a perfect absorber of elec­
tromagnetic energy at z = L . In practice the circuit 
termination is confined to the immediate vicinity of the 
slow wave circuit and spread over a short distance in the 
z direction.
It is clear that even if these conditions could be stated more pre­
cisely, such as by specifying the exact shapes of all conductors and 
absorbers, it is only possible to meet three boundary conditions with 
the three waves that have been studied. For this reason this analysis 
is far short of a complete field analysis. Only certain aspects of the 
problem have been studied from the field point of view. It is, for 
example, possible to give a complete description of the fields associated 
with the three waves which have been studied.
Since the analysis has been reduced to a treatment of what are 
thought to be the three most important waves of the system, it is 
necessary to select the three most important boundary conditions. The 
electron beam propagates two waves in the absence of the circuit. One 
is associated with the upper boundary and one is associated with the 
lower boundary. Thus two conditions should probably be applied to the 
electron beam at z = 0 in such a manner as to determine the strength 
of these two surface waves. It is more important to have the a.c. cur- 
rent in the electron beam be zero at z = 0 than to have the velocity 
be zero there since current modulation produces a direct effect in the 
circuit while velocity modulation produces an effect only after it has
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been converted to a current. In Section III it was shown that when
ω2p << ω2c most of the a.o. beam current is in the form of surface 
current. Hence it seems reasonable to require that the surface cur­
rent at the two beam edges be zero at z = 0.
It is interesting to note in this regard that J. W. Sedin (27) 
has shown that in the theory of Pierce and Muller it is sufficient to 
specify the current in the beam at z = 0. In this case there are 
only two waves near the electron velocity rather than three, so that 
only one condition is required at z = 0. Sedin also finds that the 
cyclotron waves, although they are excited only to a small extent and 
produce very little electric field, produce a velocity modulation of 
the beam which is comparable with that produced by the waves near the 
electron velocity. These waves are necessary to meet the boundary 
conditions on the velocity at z = 0. However, little error in the 
start oscillation conditions results by neglecting these waves and 
not satisfying the initial velocity conditions.
The third wave which is included in V.1 is the wave of the slow 
wave circuit whose group velocity and power flow are in the negative 
z direction. Thus the third boundary condition should probably be 
applied at z = L in such a manner as to determine the strength of 
the circuit wave. This boundary condition is most easily formulated 
by analogy with the Pierce theory of traveling wave tubes. The Pierce 
equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 12. Since only the circuit wave 
with energy flow to the left is required, the absence of energy flow 
to the left at z - L can be insured by taking Vc, the circuit
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voltage, to be zero at this point. To be sure, the wave to the left 
is excited in the region between z = 0 and z = L by the electron 
beam, and must be employed in that region.
By analogy it may be argued that the boundary condition which rep- 
resents a termination at z = L in the field analysis is: Ez(d) = 0, 
i.e., the electric field at the surface of the circuit must be zero.
It is permissible to use the electric field in this case since it 
differs from the potential only by the factor +jβ , which is nearly 
the same for all waves. Notice also that zero longitudinal field at 
the circuit does not imply zero longitudinal field at the beam, since 
these points are generally separated by a small distance. Similarly, 
in the Pierce equivalent circuit, Vc = 0 does not imply V = 0 
since there can be a voltage drop Vsc across the capacitance C1, 
which represents the space between the beam and the circuit.
The Starting Conditions. The amplitudes of the three waves will 
be specified by giving the strength of the longitudinal electric field 
of each wave at the upper edge of the beam. Denoting these amplitudes 
by E(1), E(2), and E(3), the total longitudinal field at the upper 
edge may be written,
V.3
The surface current density on the upper edge of the beam for a single 
wave of propagation constant β is
This may be rewritten in terms of the variable ν as
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V.4
Hence the total surface current of the upper edge of the beam when all 
three waves are present is
V.5
V.6
To express the other two boundary conditions, E1z at the lower edge 
of the beam and at the circuit must be expressed in terms of E(i). To 
do this note that, for a single wave, E1z and E1y in the interior of 
the beam are given by
V.7
V.9
V.11
Since this must vanish at z = 0, one of the three boundary conditions 
is expressed by
V.8
A1 may be determined as follows. At y = -t , the lower edge of the 
beam,
V.10
Equating obtained from the quotient of these two expressions to
the admittance just above the lower edge of the beam, the following 
relationship is obtained
Solving for A1,
V.12
The surface current density at the lower edge of the beam when a single 
wave is present, is given by
V.14
The total surface current density at the lower edge of the beam is 
given by summing the contributions from the three waves
Since this also must vanish at z = 0, the second of the three boundary
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The total longitudinal field of lower edge of the beam E1z(-t) is 
found by substituting V.12 into V.9 and summing over all three waves
V.13
which may be rewritten
V.15
conditions is expressed by,
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V.16
V.17
where A2 may be determined as follows. From V.7, V.8, V.17, and V.18
These ratios differ by the normalized admittance of the equivalent sur­
face charge density at y = 0
V.19
Denoting A2, which is a function of ν, by A2(ν), the total 
longitudinal field at the circuit may be written as
V.20
where T' ≡ tanh βd.
The fields in the region above the beam may be written
V.18
Using the value of A1 given by V.12
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V.21
To obtain the start oscillation condition V.6, V.l6 and V.21 must be 
satisfied simultaneously with non-zero E(1), E(2), or E(3). This 
will only be possible for certain values of b and L .
From V.6 and V.l6 it is easily established that E(1), E(2), and 
E(3) must be in the ratio
so that V.21 may be written
V.22
a common, non-zero factor e-jβ+L can be removed from V.22 leaving
This must vanish at z * L . Thus the third boundary condition is ex­
pressed by
where i j k are cyclical permutations of 1, 2, and 3. Since
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where θ = β+Lmr2. The roots, νi, of V.1 are functions of the 
geometrical parameters of the circuit and the beam, the beam current, and 
the parameter b , which denotes the difference in velocity between the 
upper edge electrons and the circuit space harmonic in the absence of the 
electrons. The procedure which will be adopted here is to assume that 
the beam current and all the geometrical parameters, except the length of 
the tube, are known. The length of the tube at which oscillation begins 
to occur is found by adjusting θ , the length parameter, and b , the 
velocity difference parameter until V.23 is satisfied.
Numerical Solution of the Start Oscillation Conditions. The follow­
ing more or less typical conditions have been assumed for the numerical 
work which follows
V.23
V.24
The circuit impedance, represented in dimensionless form by ϰ2, is 
varied since it is expected that when it is small space charge effects 
will be important and when it is large space charge effects will be unim­
portant. Although the circuit analyzed in Section IV is capable of pro­
viding only a limited range of values of ϰ2, a rather wide range of
ϰ2 is likely to be encountered when other circuits are also consi­
dered. Calculations have been made for the non-slipping case (s = 0) 
as well as the slipping beam case (s =1) .
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The first stage of the computation is to solve V.1 for ν1,
ν2, and ν3, for a number of values of b . Figures 13, 14, and
15 are plots of the solutions of V.1 versus b for ϰ2 = -.1, -.01, 
-.001 and the remaining parameters given by V.24. As |b| increases 
all curves are asymptotic to straight lines. Two of the asymptotes are 
the solutions which would be obtained by replacing the circuit by a 
conducting plane and the third asymptote is ν = b , the circuit solu- 
tiαn in the absence of the electron beam. Thus in these regions the 
solutions represent waves similar to those studied in Sections III and 
IV. In the intermediate regions where the curves deviate considerably 
from the asymptotes, the waves of the beam and the wave of the circuit 
are coupled together and are of an intermediate nature.
It is interesting to note that in the slipping stream case the 
waves of the beam are described by complex conjugate values of ν , 
hence one wave increases and one wave decreases with z . This effect 
was described in Section III and it is found to affect the starting 
conditions significantly. In the non-slipping case (s =0) the waves 
of the beam are constant amplitude waves, one faster than the electrons 
and one slower than the electrons. In Figures 13b, 14b, and l5b, it 
can be seen that when the phase velocity of the unperturbed circuit wave 
is approximately equal to the phase velocity of the faster of the two 
beam waves (ν3) , an increasing and decreasing pair of waves results.
A similar situation occurs in the ordinary backward wave oscillator (28), 
(29).
To find the zeros of V.23 it is convenient to plot the function
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Figure 13a Real and Imaginary Parts
of ν1 ν2 ν3 versus the velocity
separation parameter, b. γ = -.1 s = 1
Figure 13b. Real and Imaginary Parts
of ν1 ν2 ν3 versus the velocity
separation parameter, b. γ = -.1 s = 0
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Figure 14a Real and
Imaginary Parts of ν1,
ν2, ν3 versus b.
ϰ = -.01 s = 1.
Figure 14b Real and
Imaginary Parts of ν1,
ν2, ν3 versus b.
ϰ = -.01 s = 0.
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Figure 15a. Real and
Imaginary Parts of ν1,
ν2, ν3 , ϰ2 = -.001, s = 1
Figure 15a. Real and Imaginary
Parts of ν1, ν2, ν3 ,ϰ2 = -.001, s = 0
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where
V.16
in the complex plane with b and θ as parameters. Figure 16 shows a 
typical plot from which it is possible to determine the values of b and 
θ that make F(b,θ) equal to zero. Although there is more than one 
pair of b and θ which make F(b,e) equal to zero (not shown in 
Figure 16), only the solution with the smallest value of θ has been 
obtained. This corresponds to the minimum length of tube for oscilla- 
tion. If the tube is considerably longer than this minimum length, 
other modes of oscillation are possible, but these will not be discussed.
Solutions have been obtained for ϰ2 = -.10, -.01, and -.001 (ϰ2 
is negative for backward space harmonic operation) with s = 0 and 
s = 1 . The results are summarized in Table I .
Comparison with the Pierce-Muller Theory. Muller (9) has adapted 
Pierce's (8) theory of interaction between a forward wave circuit and a 
thin electron beam focused with crossed electric and magnetic fields to 
backward wave interaction and finds for the M type backward wave oscil- 
lator starting conditions
V.17
where Io is the beam current, Vo is beam voltage (not the circuit 
voltage), K is impedance parameter at the plane of the circuit, ø is 
the ratio of the field (E1z) at the beam to the field at the circuit 
and at the beam. Space charge effects were neglected in
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Figure 16. A Plot of the Function F(b,θ)/F(b,0) 
for ϰ² = -.1, s = 0. The solid lines are lines of 
constant b (b = .15, .20, .25, .30, .35) and the
dashed lines are lines of constant 0. The 
function is zero when b ≅ .28, θ ≅ 565°.
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TABLE I
M-Type Backward Wave Oscillator Start Oscillation
Summary of Numerical Computations
Conditions
case b θ
E(1) E(2) E(3)
ϰ2 = -.1
s = 1
.11 550° j.736 .209 < 55o .209 < -55°
ϰ2 = -.01
s = 1
.16 1250° j1.016 .042 < -l2o .042 < 12°
ϰ2 = -.001
s = 1
.165 1975° j1.009 .0064 < -35° .0064 < 35°
ϰ2 = -.1
s = 0
.28 565° .47 .45 .08
ϰ2 = -.01
s = 0
.27 1720° .50 .50 .001
ϰ2 = -.001
s = 0
.265 5430° .50 .50 0
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deriving this expression. V.17 can be written in terms of the para­
meters of this paper as
V.18
V.19
The subscript 0 is appended to θ to distinguish the value of θ 
calculated in this manner from that obtained from the field analysis. 
When the beam is not thin it is appropriate to average 0 over the 
beam cross section,
Taking α ≈ 1, and substituting for ø—2 V.17 becomes
or
where
V.20
For the numerical examples βt = .5 βd = .5 this becomes
V.21
or
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The results of the field analysis given in Table I have been compared
to the thin beam result of Pierce and Muller given by V.21. This com- 
paris on is shown in Figure 17 where θ/θo is plotted versus ϰ2.
θ/θo is the length of the tube at start oscillation as predicted by 
the field analysis of this paper divided by length predicted by the 
Pierce-Muller thin beam theory. The comparison is made when the beam 
slips (s = 1) and when it does not slip (s = 0).
Also shown is the result of an approximate analysis of space 
charge effects by Epsztein. His result is discussed at the end of 
this section.
From the definition of ϰ2 (IV.53) it is seen that the ϰ2 is
increased by increasing the circuit impedance and decreasing the plasma 
frequency of the beam (and hence by decreasing the current). In the 
region of large the circuit fields are much stronger than the 
fields produced by the space charge so that space charge effects are 
negligible. In this region the field analysis and the Pierce-Muller 
analysis should agree, and they do.
Figure 17 shows that when the slipping of the beam is ignored 
(s = 0) the results of the field analysis agree relatively well with 
the Pierce-Muller theory for all values of ϰ2 whereas if the slipping
is taken into account and ϰ2 is small, the field analysis predicts a 
considerably shorter length of tube. Although no specific experimental 
data is available to check this curve, the magnitude of the effect is 
large enough to explain the French observations. Roughly speaking, the 
factor by which the current is reduced is the square of the factor by 
which the length is reduced.
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Figure 7. A comparison of the Results of the Field
Analysis with the Results of the Thin Beam
Theory of Pierce and Muller. The ordinates
is Tube Length for Start Oscillations, as
predicted by the Field Analysis, divided by
the Length as predicted by the Thin Beam
Theory. The Dashed Curve shows the Results
of Epsztein's Theory.
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This result seems plausible on the following grounds. The backward 
wave oscillator may be considered as a continuous amplifier with modula­
tion at the electron beam by circuit fields along the entire length of 
the tube. The slow wave circuit feeds back energy to the beginning of 
the tube to sustain this modulation. Due to the slipping beam effect 
small perturbations in the beam conditions at z = 0 modulate the beam 
more and more as it drifts through the tube, even in the absence of the 
slow wave circuit. Thus when the slipping beam effect is present the 
circuit can be coupled more loosely to the beam than is otherwise pos­
sible, and still have oscillation occur.
Discussion of the French Theory of Space Charge Effects. Recently 
Epsztein (6),(10), has modified the thin beam theory to include the 
effects of space charge. In this theory the electrons in the thin beam 
are assumed to move in the field of the circuit plus the field generated 
by the electronic charge. The beam is assumed to have a finite but 
small thickness and the field at the center of the beam is computed by 
assuming that the density of the beam is constant and using an equiva- 
lent surface charge density to represent deformations of the beam 
boundaries. The space charge field computed in this manner is then 
assumed to act on all electrons. This causes a modification of the 
propagation constants of the two waves in thin beam theory. This in 
turn causes a decrease in the length (or current) of the tube required 
for start oscillation. The reduction computed in this manner is said 
to be in agreement with the experimental results.
Although Epsztein's theory applies only to thin beams, it may be 
compared with the results of this paper by replacing the thick beam of
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this paper by a thin beam with the same current at the average position 
of the thick beam. His result can be written in terms of the parameters 
of this paper as follows:
V.22
Only the first two terms in a series expansion are given and the formula 
applies only when the second term is small compared to unity. This re­
sult is plotted in Figure 17.
Epsztein's treatment is an attempt to include a.c. space charge 
effects. It does not take into account the d.c. space charge effect 
or slipping beam effect, since when the beam is thin all electrons have 
substantially the same velocity. The s = 0 analysis of this paper 
is undoubtedly a better description of the same situation and it does 
not predict an appreciable reduction in starting length or current.
Only when the slipping beam, or diocotron, effect is taken into account 
are the predicted starting currents much less than given by the simple 
thin beam theory. Thus there is considerable doubt as to the correct­
ness of Epsztein's explanation of space charge effects.
The analysis presented in this paper, although requiring lengthier 
calculations, offers the possibility of studying the effect of other 
parameters, such as beam thickness, distance from the circuit, etc. on 
the characteristics of the M-type backward wave oscillator. Although 
it has not been discussed here, the magnetron amplifier can be analyzed 
in a similar manner.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
α attenuation constant in z direction
β propagation constant in z direction
βo propagation constant of the fundamental space harmonic of the  periodic slow-wave circuit
βn propagation constant of the nth space harmonic of the periodic 
slow wave circuit
γn =
, transverse separation constant for the nth space 
harmonic of the periodic slow wave circuit
δ = , normalized propagation constant
Δ = , transverse velocity gradient in electron beam
ϵ , fractional velocity difference in electron beam
ϵo permittivity of free space
ε(z) z component of electric field at a plane which just grazes the 
slow wave circuit
η charge to mass ratio of the electron (η > 0)
θ = β+Lmr2, length of backward wave oscillator at start oscillation 
in dimensionless units
θo length of backward wave oscillator at start oscillation as pre­
dicted by the thin beam theory, in dimensionless units
ϰ2 dimensionless constant of coupling between circuit waves and 
space charge waves of the electron beam
μo permeability of free space
ν = , dimensionless variable representing the propagation 
constant β
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ξ = , dimensionless variable which is a linear function of 
the y coordinate in the electron beam
ρo steady or d.c. component of the charge density of the electron 
beam
ρ1 perturbation or a.c. component of the charge density of the 
electron beam
σ+ equivalent surface charge density which represents the deforma­
tion of the upper boundary of the electron beam
σ- equivalent surface charge density which represents the deforma­
tion of the lower boundary of the electron beam
ω radian frequency of sinusoidal oscillations
ωc = Βox, radian cyclotron frequency of electrons in a magnetic 
field Box
ωp = , radian plasma frequency of the electron beam
Ω = , a quantity with the dimensions of
frequency (sec*1) which appears in the solution of the elec­
tronic equations.
a distance from lower edge of beam to conducting plane
b = difference in the mth space harmonic phase velocity and 
electron velocity in dimensionless units
BE E-mode, or transverse magnetic, surface susceptance
Bm E-mode surface susceptance for the mth space harmonic at the
 plane of the slow wave circuit, of the space below the circuit
with the electron beam present
Bmo E-mode surface susceptance for the m space harmonic at the
plane of the slow wave circuit, of the space below the circuit 
with the electron beam absent
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Bo steady part of the magnetic field vector
Box x component of steady magnetic field
C = coth βa
C1 "space charge" capacitance in the Pierce equivalent circuit
D period of the slow wave circuit
Eo steady part of the electric field vector
E1 time-varying part of the electric field vector
Eoy component of the steady electric field 
E1y y component of the time-varying electric field
z component of the time-varying electric field
i+ equivalent surface current on upper beam edge
i_ equivalent surface current on lower beam edge
k = , free space wave number
K Pierce traveling wave tube circuit impedance
L length of backward wave oscillator at start oscillation
m = ratio of cyclotron frequency to oscillation frequency
P normalized surface conductance
Q normalized surface susceptance
r vector position of an electron in the Lagrangian description
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ro unperturbed position of an electron in the Lagrangian description
r1 perturbation position of an electron in the Lagrangian description
r = ratio of plasma frequency to cyclotron frequency
s slip parameter
S sum which arises in determining propagation characteristics of 
the slow wave circuit
t thickness of electron beam
T = tanh βt
T' = tanh βd
u steady part of the velocity field
u = u(y) , z component of the steady velocity field
u+ z component of velocity of the upper-beam edge
u z component of velocity of the lower-beam edge
v1 time-varying component of the velocity field
v1y y component of the time-varying velocity field
v1z z component of the time-varying velocity field
w width, or x dimension, of the tube
y1 perturbation in y position of electron in Lagrangian description
perturbation in z position of electron in Lagrangian description
YE E-mode, or transverse magnetic, surface admittance
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Ym E-mode surface admittance for the m space harmonic, at the 
 plane of the slow wave circuit, of the space below the cir-
cuit with the electron beam present
Ymo E-mode surface admittance for the mth space harmonic, at the 
plane of the slow wave circuit, of the space below the cir­
cuit with the electron beam absent
Y'n Admittance of slow wave circuit slots to nth harmonic 
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